Wren  Feathers
BHM Week 1: 1930s
As always this pattern is © by me (Jennie Bagrowski) and is for your personal use only, you MAY share it by linking to this
blog, you may NOT sell it or upload it to any site without my permission. If you sell things made from this pattern I’d
appreciate credit for the pattern design. 
If you downloaded this elsewhere it was stolen from: http://jenwrenne.wordpress.com
Quarter inch seams allowed on all pieces except where specified.
Historical fiction can often make history come alive for children far more than the best retelling of a historical event in a
history book. So, for each of the weeks of Black History Month, I'm going to feature a specific children's book with an
outfit based on it.

This week we’re reading:
Stella by Starlight by Sharon M. Draper
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I listened to the audio version of this and the actress did a marvelous job with the voices that really brought the book to
life! Not all children’s books are equally engaging for adults, but if you’re an adult and only choosing one children’s book
to read during this BHM series, it would be this one. Stella is a well-developed character you will grow to love, and the
author’s portrayal of events has a very authentic feel.

The book takes place in the 1930s, which is one of my favorite eras for clothing, especially for children. In the book,
Stella talks a fair amount about clothing and it’s a big event when the new Sears catalog arrives at a friend’s house. She
notes that all the girls modeling clothing were white, which is true, but there were a few black dolls advertised in Sears
and probably other catalogs as well:
but facial features that differ and create face molds to
reflect diversity.

These baby dolls from 1931 follow the practice that
persisted until about maybe the 1970s of taking one
face mold and pouring it in different colors. Better doll
manufacturers these days realize it’s not just skin color,
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My favorite example from 1931 is these dolls that could
be purchased as a SET! The faces do look identical, but
they’ve differentiated a bit for Topsy in giving her
unique hair that might have been styled in an ethnically
appropriate way for the period.

And in the same year, this little cutie named “Dusky”
was introduced with no white “counterpart”
The dress I chose was going to be from the Sears catalog, but I opted for a “homemade” one instead. This is based on a
McCall’s pattern, but because I felt bad about Stella not seeing herself represented in a catalog, I photoshopped this
picture from the original pattern envelope to show more diversity, changing the skin and hair color of the blond model
in the original.
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This pattern is a bit more challenging than some of my other free patterns, so it’s
recommended for intermediate sewers and above. PLEASE look at the pattern pieces
and photos carefully and pay attention to where the seam allowances are 1/8” – it’s
clearly marked on the pattern pieces. All the other pieces include ¼” seams, which are
not marked.
Super seamstresses can pipe the scalloped front edges to make it stand out more. You can tell in my version that the
print almost makes that time-consuming detail disappear!
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